Moving Stock from One Storage Bin to Another

Usage

As with all stock movements, to transfer stock from one storage bin to another storage bin within a warehouse number you must first create a transfer order.

To transfer stock of a material from one storage type to another, you can display the bin stock of the source storage type (same as with the bin status report). From this display you can select the stock to be transferred and create the respective transfer orders.

Procedure

To manually create a transfer order:

A) Stock transfer between bin with full quantity

1. Choose **Logistics -> Logistics Execution -> Internal Whse Processes -> stock transfer->create transfer order-> LT10 from stock list**

from the SAP menu. Enter the warehouse number and storage type. You can limit the entry to a storage bin or a range of storage bins. The system displays a stock list. From the list displayed, select line items which are not blocked (a lock appears at the beginning of the line) that you want to move to another bin.

4. To specify the destination storage bin, select **Stock transf.frgrnd** (stock transfer foreground). To allow the system to select a destination bin for you, select **Stock transf.bckgrnd** (stock transfer background).

The system creates a transfer order to move the stock.

5. Once you have moved the stock to the new bin location, confirm the transfer order to complete the transaction.

see the picture 4.jpg.

once confirmation take place it shows in green color of specific bin.
see the picture 5.jpg

after refreshing that stock transfer take place to destination bin. 
see the picture 6.jpg

B) Stock transfer between bins with specific quantity.

1. Choose **Logistics -> Logistics Execution -> Internal Whse Processes -> stock transfer->create transfer order->LT01 -nosource object**

2. Specify the material, quantity, plant, storage location and movement type as 999.

see the picture 1.jpg

3. Enter the source and destination bin in movement data with its storage type and section.

see the picture 2.jpg

4. Once transfer order created confirm the order.

see the picture 3.jpg

Thus the way the stock transfer between bins take place.